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Bob is interested in all these three sports, he can only attend
at most one of them. In fact, many users in EBSNs usually
encounter the same problem: they have to confront with a
confusing choice from many conflicting events.

Abstract—With the rapid development of Web 2.0 and Online
To Offline (O2O) marketing model, various online event-based
social networks (EBSNs), such as Meetup and Whova, are getting
popular. An important task of EBSNs is to facilitate the most
satisfactory event-participant arrangement for both sides, i.e.
events enroll more participants and participants are arranged
with personally interesting events. Existing approaches usually
focus on the arrangement of each single event to a set of potential
users, and ignore the conflicts between different events, which
leads to infeasible or redundant arrangements. In this paper, to
address the shortcomings of existing approaches, we first identify
a more general and useful event-participant arrangement problem, called Global Event-participant Arrangement with Conflict
and Capacity (GEACC) problem, focusing on the conflicts of
different events and making event-participant arrangements in
a global view. Though it is useful, unfortunately, we find that
the GEACC problem is NP-hard due to the conflict constraints
among events. Thus, we design two approximation algorithms
with provable approximation ratios and an exact algorithm with
pruning technique to address this problem. Finally, we verify
the effectiveness and efficiency of the proposed methods through
extensive experiments on real and synthetic datasets.

I.

Furthermore, in EBSNs, event organizers tend to enroll
more participants and participants look for arrangements with
personally interesting events. However, existing approaches
usually focus on the arrangement of each single event to a set
of potential users. In such cases, apart from the aforementioned
conflicting scenarios, the global satisfaction for both sides
may not be optimized, which can be measured as the total
interest scores between each event-participant pair of a given
arrangement. In other words, most existing EBSNs do not
support event-participant arrangement in a global view.
Therefore, it is appealing to have a new event-participant
arrangement strategy that satisfies all conflicting constraints
and globally optimizes the arrangement benefits, especially
when arrangements are paid. To further illustrate this motivation, we go through a toy example as follows.
Example 1: Suppose we have three events v1 , v2 , v3 and
five users u1 , u2 , u3 , u4 , u5 in an EBSN. We assume that each
event/user is associated with a profile, which consists of a list
of attributes. For events, some attributes can represent their
preferences towards the participants, such as ages or gender,
and the corresponding attributes of users characterize the users
themselves. Likewise, some attributes can also represent users’
preferences towards different events. Thus, each event/user
is represented by a multi-dimensional attribute vector. Then,
we can calculate a user’s interest in an event based on the
similarity between their attributes. TABLE I presents the
interestingness values between each pair of event and user, as
well as the conflicts between different events. In addition, each
event/user may have a capacity. For an event, the capacity is the
maximum number of participants, and for a user, the capacity
is the maximum number of assigned events. In this example,
v1 − v3 have event capacities of 5, 3, and 2, and u1 − u5
have participant capacities of 3, 1, 1, 2, and 3 respectively
(in brackets). Events v1 and v3 are conflicting. Notice that u1
is the most interested user for both v1 and v3 . However, u1
can only be assigned to one of v1 and v3 due to conflicts.
Existing methods do not consider conflicts of events and thus
yield an infeasible arrangement. A feasible and also optimal
arrangement that we want to achieve is shown in bold font in
TABLE I, whose total interestingness values add up to 4.39.

I NTRODUCTION

The prevalence of Web 2.0 and Online To Offline (O2O)
marketing model has led to the boom of various online eventbased social networks (EBSNs)[1]. For example, Groupon1
collects group purchase events and recommends these group
discounts to users. Taking another example, Meetup2 receives
information on recruitment of attendees in group events, such
as gatherings, sports activities, etc., and sends the event information to users. Such EBSNs facilitate organizing social
events and ease the recruitment of group activity participants
compared with that in the Web 1.0 age. Note that “participant”
and “user” stand for the same meaning and they are used
interchangeably in this paper.
Although existing EBSNs can improve effectiveness and
efficiency of organizing social activities, most of them only
provide a public/open event information sharing platform[1],
where strategic organization and global event-participant arrangement are absent. Imagine the following scenario. Bob is a
sport enthusiast and usually attends sports activities organized
on Meetup. In the evening of Saturday, Bob faces a dilemma
since Meetup recommends him three conflicting sport activities
on Sunday: a hiking trip from 8:00 a.m. to 12:00 p.m., a
badminton game from 9:00 a.m. to 11:00 a.m., and a basketball
game from 11:30 a.m. to 1:30 p.m. on a basketball court that
is one-hour away by car from the badminton stadium. Though

As discussed above, we propose a new event-participant
arrangement strategy, called Global Event-participant Arrangement with Conflict and Capacity (GEACC). Specifically, given
a set of events and a set of users, each one is associated with a

1 http://www.groupon.com/
2 http://www.meetup.com/
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II.

TABLE I: Interestingness and Conflicts between Events and Users
v1 (5)
v2 (3)
v3 (2)

u1 (3)
0.93
0
0.86

u2 (1)
0.43
0.35
0.57

u3 (1)
0.84
0.19
0.78

u4 (2)
0.64
0.21
0.79

u5 (3)
0.65
0.4
0.68

P ROBLEM S TATEMENT

We first introduce two basic concepts, event and user, and
then formally define conflicting event pairs.

Conflicts
v3
NA
v1

Definition 1 (Event): An event is defined as v =< lv , cv >
where lv =< lv1 , lv2 , ..., lvd > with lvi ∈ [0, T ], ∀1 ≤ i ≤ d is
a d-dimensional vector used to record attribute values of the
event, and cv is the capacity of the event, namely the maximum
number of attendees of the event.

capacity to its type, which is the allowable maximum number
for its counterpart, and some events are conflicting. Users have
preferences to different events, each of which is measured as
a non-negative “interestingness value”. The GEACC problem
is to find an event-participant arrangement, such that the sum
of interestingness values over all the assigned pairs of event
and user is maximized, while the capacity and conflicting
constraints are satisfied.

Similar to the definition of events, users are formally
defined as follows.
Definition 2 (User): A user is defined as u =< lu , cu >
where lu =< lu1 , lu2 , ..., lud > with lui ∈ [0, T ], ∀1 ≤ i ≤ d
is a d-dimensional vector to represent attribute values of the
user, and cu is the capacity of the user, namely the maximum
number of arranged events for the user.

It turns out that when there is no conflicting event constraint and all capacity values are set to one, the GEACC
problem can be reduced to a classical problem, weighted
bipartite graph matching[2][3]. Although the GEACC problem
is quite related to traditional assignment or matching problems,
we differ from them in that we introduce capacity to each
event/user and thus study a many-to-many weighted matching
problem. More importantly, we introduce the concept of conflicting events in our problem, which is new compared with
traditional problems. Especially, as discussed later, the GEACC
problem is actually NP-hard after introducing the conflicting
event constraint, which is the main challenge to solve the
problem. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first work
that studies the GEACC problem. Therefore, we should design
efficient algorithms specifically for our problem. We make the
following contributions.

Basically, two events are conflicting if users cannot attend
them at the same time. For example, their timetables may
overlap, or their locations may be too far away for users who
attend one of them to catch the other one. And we have the
following definition.
Definition 3 (Conflicting Event Pair): A pair of events
{vi , vj } are conflicting if a user can attend at most one of
the two events but not both.
Thus, in any feasible arrangement M of events and users,
no user can be assigned to conflicting events simultaneously.
We denote m(v, u) = 1 or {v, u} ∈ M as user u is assigned to
event v, and m(v, u) = 0 or {v, u} ∈
/ M as u is not assigned
to v. We then define users’ interest in events as follows.

•

We identify a new event-participant arrangement problem with extensive real-life applications, and propose a
formal definition of Global Event-participant Arrangement with Conflict and Capacity (GEACC) problem.

Definition 4 (Interestingness Value): A user u’s interest
(interestingness value) in event v is measured by a similarity
function sim(lv , lu ) ∈ [0, 1] based on the hidden attributes lv
of v and the hidden attributes lu of u.

•

We prove that the GEACC problem is NP-hard and
design two approximation algorithms, MinCostFlowGEACC and Greedy-GEACC. MinCostFlow-GEACC
has α1 approximation ratio, where α is the maximum of users’ capacities. MinCostFlow-GEACC is
not scalable for large datasets due to its quartic time
complexity. Therefore, we further develop a greedybased approximation algorithm, which is more effi1
cient than MinCostFlow-GEACC and guarantees 1+α
worst-case approximation ratio. We also present an
exact algorithm, which utilizes an effective pruning
rule to reduce redundant search space.

Particularly, we use
√ Equation (1) as our similarity function
in evaluation, where dT 2 is the furthest Euclidean distance
possible between any pair of lv , lu . Note that other similarity
functions are applicable to our problem. We assume that
maxu sim(lv , lu ) > 0, ∀v ∈ V and maxv sim(lv , lu ) > 0, ∀u ∈ U .

•

sim(lv , lu ) = 1 −

klv − lu k2
√
dT 2

(1)

We finally define our problem as follows.
Definition 5 (GEACC Problem): Given a set of events V ,
each v of which with maximum attendee capacity cv and
hidden attributes lv , a set of users U , each u of which with
maximum number of assigned events cu and hidden attributes
lu , a set of conflicting event pairs CF and a similarity function,
find an arrangement
P M among events and users to maximize
M axSum(M ) = v∈V,u∈U m(v, u)sim(lv , lu ) such that
P
P
•
u m(v, u) ≤ cv , ∀v ∈ V and
v m(v, u) ≤
cu , ∀u ∈ U

We verify the effectiveness and efficiency of the
proposed methods through extensive experiments on
real and synthetic datasets.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section
II, we formally formulate our problem and prove its NPhardness. In Section III, we present two approximation algorithms with theoretically guaranteed approximation ratios.
An exact solution with pruning is presented in Section IV.
Extensive experiments on both synthetic and real datasets are
presented in Section V. We review previous works in Section
VI. We finally conclude this paper in Section VII.
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•

sim(lv , lu ) > 0, ∀{v, u} ∈ M

•

There does NOT exist a triple vi , vj , uk such that
m(vi , uk ) = 1, m(vj , uk ) = 1, and {vi , vj } ∈ CF

cost=0.07
cap.=1
cost=0
cap.=5

flow=2

flow=5

flow=2

cost=0
cap.=2

flow=2

cost=0
cap.=3

(a) Flow graph constructed

flow=2
flow=3

(b) Minimum cost flow result

(c) Final arrangement

Fig. 1: Illustrated example of MinCostFlow-GEACC.
r

Pi
is set to R
if the corresponding vertices in N are connected
in Pi in G. Otherwise, the interestingness value is set to 0.

Note that we assume that maxv cv ≤ |U | and maxu cu ≤
|V |. Also note that “matching” and “arrangement” are used
interchangeably in this paper. Example 1 in Section I explains
the above definition. We next show the NP-hardness of the
GEACC problem.

In this instance of the GEACC problem, we want to decide
k
if we can find a feasible matching such that its M axSum is R
.
It is easy to see that the MFCGS instance is YES if and only
if the GEACC instance is YES, which completes the proof.

Theorem 1: The GEACC problem is NP-hard.
Proof: The maximum flow problem with conflict graph
(MFCG) is NP-hard even if the network consists of only
disjoint paths of length smaller or equal to three[4]. We reduce
the MFCG with disjoint paths of length three (MFCGS) to
the GEACC problem. The following is an instance of the
MFCGS problem. We are given a directed connected graph
G = (N, A) with source node s, sink node t, and m disjoint
paths Pi : s → pi,1 → pi,2 → t, where pi,1 , pi,2 6= s, t
and each arc (ni , nj ) has capacity rni ,nj . A conflict graph
H = (A, E) is also given with vertices corresponding to arcs
of G s.t. if (a, a0) ∈ E, at most one of a and a0 can carry
flow in a feasible solution. Without loss of generality, we
only consider the instances of MFCGS where any two arcs
(a, a0) ∈ E are in two different paths P, P 0, otherwise we
can safely remove any path containing conflicting arcs without
affecting the solution of the problem. The decision problem of
MFCGS is to decide if there is a feasible flow F s.t. |F | = k.

III.

A PPROXIMATE S OLUTIONS FOR GEACC

In this section, we present two approximation algorithms
for the GEACC problem. The first one has a larger theoretical
approximation ratio, but is not scalable for large datasets. Thus
to overcome the scalability issue, we propose the second more
efficient approximation algorithm that guarantees a slightly
lower approximation ratio.
A. MinCostFlow-GEACC Approximation Algorithm
The idea of the first approximation algorithm
MinCostFlow-GEACC is to first ignore the conflict
condition and try to find a matching with maximum sum of
interestingness values, and then resolve the conflict issues in
the matching afterwards. Without considering conflicts, i.e.
CF = ∅, GEACC can be reduced to the minimum cost flow
(MCF) problem as explained shortly. Thus, we transform a
GEACC instance to an MCF instance and obtain a temporary
matching based on the solution of the transformed MCF
instance. To resolve the conflicting events after obtaining
a temporary matching that may contain conflicts, we use a
greedy method to select the most interesting non-conflicting
events for each user. We first explain the first step in detail.

We then construct an instance of the GEACC problem from
the instance of the MFCGS problem accordingly:
(1) Each node in {pi,2 } corresponds to an event in V , where
the capacity of each event in V is set to 1.
(2) For any pi,2 , pj,2 , if there exist arcs ai ∈ Pi and aj ∈ Pj
such that (ai , aj ) ∈ E, the events vi and vj corresponding to
pi,2 and pj,2 are conflicting with each other.

Given an instance of GEACC with CF = ∅, we construct
a flow network GF = (NF , AF ) as follows. NF = V ∪ U ∪
{s, t}, where s is a source node and t is a sink node. For every
pair v ∈ V, u ∈ U (including those with sim(lv , lu ) = 0),
there is a directed arc aF (v, u) ∈ AF from v to u with
aF (v, u).cost = 1 − sim(lv , lu ) and aF (v, u).capacity = 1.
For every v ∈ V , there is a directed arc aF (s, v) ∈ AF from
s to v with aF (s, v).cost = 0 and aF (s, v).capacity = cv .
For every u ∈ U , there is a directed arc aF (u, t) ∈ AF from
u to t with aF (u, t).cost = 0 and aF (u, t).capacity = cu .
We then send different amounts of flows from s to t. Specifically, for each ∆ ∈ {∆min , ∆min + 1, · · · ,P
∆max },
Pwhere
∆min = min{|V |, |U |} and ∆max = min{ v cv , u cu },
we send an amount of ∆ flows and calculate its corresponding

(3) The set of nodes {pi,1 } correspond to U in the
following way. For any pi,1 , pj,1 , if the events vi and vj
corresponding to pi,2 and pj,2 are conflicting as in (2), pi,1
and pj,1 correspond to the same user u, namely pi,1 and pj,1
share u, the capacity of which is set to the number of pi,1 ’s that
share u. Each of the remaining pi,1 ’s that do not share users
with any other node corresponds to one user, the capacity of
which is set to 1.
(4) Let the capacity rPi of each path
Pi be
P
min{rs,pi,1 , rpi,1 ,pi,2 , rpi,2 ,t }, and R =
r
. The
P
i
i
interestingness value between a pair of event and user
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assigned to conflicting events v1 and v3 simultaneously in M∅ .
Since sim(lv1 , lu1 ) > sim(lv3 , lu1 ), only v1 is assigned to u1
in the final result. Similarly, for u5 , we remove {v1 , u5 } and
assign v3 to u5 . Fig. 1c shows the final arrangement result,
which has M axSum = 4.13.

Algorithm 1: MinCostFlow-GEACC
input : V, U, {cv }, {cu }, {lv }, {lu }, CF
output: A feasible arrangement M
1 construct GF = (NF , AF );
2 m∅ (v, u) ← 0, ∀v ∈ V, u ∈ U ;
3 foreach ∆ ← ∆min to ∆max do
4
F ∆ ← MinCostFlow(GF , ∆);
5
construct M∅∆ accordingly;
6
if M axSum(M∅∆ ) > M axSum(M∅ ) then
7
M∅ ← M∅∆ ;

14

m(v, u) ← 0, ∀v ∈ V, u ∈ U ;
foreach u ∈ U do
L ← sorted list of {v|m∅ (v, u) = 1} in
non-increasing order of sim(lv , lu );
for i ← 1 to |L| do
viL ← the i-th element of L ;
if viL does not conflict with u’s matched events
in M then
m(v, u) ← 1;

15

return M

8
9
10
11
12
13

Approximation Ratio. Next, we study the approximation
ratio of MinCostFlow-GEACC.
Lemma 1: The M∅ obtained from the minimum cost flows
of GF is optimal for the GEACC instance with CF = ∅.
Proof: Suppose to the contrary, there exists another
matching M∅0 for the GEACC instance with CF = ∅ such
that M axSum(M∅0 ) > M axSum(M∅ ).
Let M∅?Pinitially be a copy of M∅0 . We modify M∅? as
follows. If v∈V,u∈U m?∅ (v, u) < ∆min , there must exist some
pair {v 0 , u0 } such that neither v 0 nor u0 is fully occupied and
m?∅ (v 0 , u0 ) = 0. For each of such pairs, we assign v 0 to u0
in M∅? , i.e. changing m?∅ (v 0 , u0 ) to one, regardless of whether
?
0 ) = 0 or not. Therefore, we obtain a M
sim(lv0 , luP
∅ such
?
that ∆ = v∈V,u∈U m∅ (v, u) ≥ ∆min and M axSum(M∅? ) ≥
M axSum(M∅0 ). Notice that it must hold that ∆ ≤ ∆max . Recall
that M∅∆ is the matching obtained from the minimum cost flow
with amount ∆. Since M axSum(M∅ ) ≥ M axSum(M∅∆ ), it
holds that M axSum(M∅? ) > M axSum(M∅∆ ).

minimum cost flow F ∆ = {f low∆ (aF )}. We also obtain an
arrangement M∅∆ corresponding to ∆ by letting m∆
∅ (v, u) = 1
iff f low∆ (v, u) = 1 and sim(lv , lu ) > 0. Finally, we select
the arrangement M∅ from {M∅∆min , M∅∆min +1 , · · · , M∅∆max }
with the maximum M axSum as the arrangement for the
GEACC instance with CF = ∅.

Now we construct a flow F ? = {f low? (aF )} on GF from
as follows. Let P
f low? (v, u) = m?∅ (v, u) for each {v, u}
?
?
pair, f low (s, v)
P = u∈U m∅ (v, u) for each {s, v} pair, and
f low? (u, t) = v∈V m?∅ (v, u) for each {u, t} pair. It is easy
to see that F ? is feasible with a total amount of ∆ flows. Thus,
M∅?

F ? .cost =

After obtaining M∅ , our second step of MinCostFlowGEACC is then to resolve the conflicts in M∅ . For each
u ∈ U , our task is to select a set of non-conflicting events
from the ones assigned to u in M∅ such that the sum of the
interestingness values between u and the selected events is
maximized. Note that such selection procedure is identical to
the maximum-weight independent set problem by regarding
non-conflicting events as independent to each other and taking
the similarity between u and an event as the weight of the
event. The maximum-weight independent set problem is NPhard[5]. Therefore, instead of finding the optimal independent
set, we find a set in a greedy way by iteratively selecting the
most similar unselected pair that does not conflict with any
pair that is already selected.

X

f low? (v, u) × (1 − sim(lv , lu ))

v∈V,u∈U

=∆−

X

m?∅ (v, u) × sim(lv , lu )

v∈V,u∈U

<∆−

X

m∆
∅ (v, u) × sim(lv , lu )

v∈V,u∈U

X

=∆−

f low∆ (v, u) × sim(lv , lu )

v∈V,u∈U,sim(lv ,lu )>0

X

−

f low∆ (v, u) × sim(lv , lu )

v∈V,u∈U,sim(lv ,lu )=0

= F ∆ .cost

We obtain a feasible flow F ? with cost less than F ∆ ,
contradicting with the fact that F ∆ is the minimum cost flow
on GF with amount of ∆ flows. It follows that M∅ is optimal
for the GEACC instance with CF = ∅.

The whole procedure of MinCostFlow-GEACC is illustrated in Algorithm 1. In lines 1-7, we first construct a flow
network GF and calculate the minimum cost flow on GF
with different amounts of flows as described previously, and
then obtain a matching M∅ for the GEACC instance without
considering conflicting events. In the second step, we obtain
a feasible matching M by resolving the conflicting events for
each u in lines 8-14. Particularly, at each iteration, we greedily
add the most similar pair possible by checking its conflicts with
the selected pairs in lines 12-14.

Corollary 1: Let MOP T = {mOP T } denote the optimal feasible matching. It holds that M axSum(MOP T ) ≤ M axSum(M∅ ).
Theorem 2: For the matching M returned by
MinCostFlow-GEACC, it holds that M axSum(M ) ≥
M axSum(MOP T )
, i.e. M axSum(M ) is at least max1 cu of the
max cu
optimal result.
Proof: For each u that is matched to at least one event
in M , let vumax denote the most interesting event matched
to her/him, i.e. vumax = arg maxv {sim(l
P v , lu )|m(v, u) = 1}.
Obviously, sim(lvumax , lu ) × cu ≥ v|m∅ (v,u)=1 sim(lv , lu ).
Notice that m(vumax , u) = m∅ (vumax , u) = 1 as vumax is always
selected in Algorithm 1 if u is matched in M (and thus is also
matched in M∅ ). Thus, it holds that

Example 2: Back to our running example in Example 1.
Fig. 1a shows the flow network GF . Fig. 1b shows the minimum cost flow corresponding to M∅ , where each presented
arc has flow at least one. The arcs with flows larger than one
are marked, and the others have flow of one. Notice that u1 is
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M axSum(M ) =

X

X

Algorithm 2: Greedy-GEACC
input : V, U, {cv }, {cu }, {lv }, {lu }, CF
output: A feasible arrangement M
1 H ← ∅;
2 foreach v ∈ V do
3
unn ← v’s first NN in U ;
4
push {v, unn } into H;
5 foreach u ∈ U do
6
vnn ← u’s first NN in V ;
7
if {vnn , u} ∈
/ H then
8
push {vnn , u} into H;

sim(lv , lu )

max ∃ v|m(v,u)=1
u|vu

≥

X

max , lu )
sim(lvu

max ∃
u|vu

P
≥

X

v|m∅ (v,u)=1

cu

max ∃
u|vu

P
≥

max ∃
u|vu

sim(lv , lu )

P

v|m∅ (v,u)=1

sim(lv , lu )

max cu
M axSum(M∅ )
M axSum(MOP T )
=
≥
max cu
max cu

9
10

Complexity Analysis. For the first step of MinCostFlowGEACC, numerous algorithms have been proposed for the
MCF problem. [6] pointed out that Successive Shortest Path
Algorithm (SSPA) is the one suitable for large-scale data
and many-to-many matching with real-valued arc costs. Then
the first step takes O((∆2max − ∆2min )((|V | × |U | + (|V | +
|U |)) log(|V | + |U |))) time. For the second step, the time
complexity is O(|U |((max cu ) log(max cu ) + (max cu )2 )),
where O((max cu ) log(max cu ) is the cost of line 10 and
O((max cu )2 ) is the cost of lines 11-14. Since max cu is relatively small compared to the other parameters, the major time
consumption of MinCostFlow-GEACC comes from computing
the minimum cost flow. In summary, the total time cost is
O((∆2max − ∆2min )((|V | × |U | + (|V | + |U |)) log(|V | + |U |)) +
|U |((max cu ) log(max cu ) + (max cu )2 )).

11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23

B. Greedy-GEACC Approximation Algorithm

24

MinCostFlow-GEACC could be inefficient when the scale
of data is large. In this subsection, we present a more efficient
algorithm, Greedy-GEACC, with a slightly lower approximation ratio compared with that of MinCostFlow-GEACC.
The main idea of Greedy-GEACC is to greedily add the
most similar unmatched pair {v, u} that does not conflict
with existing matched pairs into the current matching at each
iteration. Unlike MinCostFlow-GEACC that resolves conflicts
after obtaining a temporary result, Greedy-GEACC avoids
conflicts from the first beginning.

heapify H;
m(v, u) ← 0, ∀v ∈ V, u ∈ U ;
while H 6= ∅ do
extract the most similar pair {v, u} from H;
if (cv > 0) and (cu > 0) and (v does not conflict
with u’s matched events) then
m(v, u) ← 1;
decrease cv , cu by 1;
if cv > 0 then
unn ← v’s next feasible unvisted NN;
if unn ∃ and {v, unn } ∈
/ H then
push {v, unn } into H;
if cu > 0 then
vnn ← u’s next feasible unvisited NN;
if vnn ∃ and {vnn , u} ∈
/ H then
push {vnn , u} into H;
return M

does not conflict with existing matched pairs, we can safely
add {v, u} into the current matching by setting m(v, u) = 1
and decreasing the available capacities of v and u by one
respectively. Whether {v, u} is added to the current matching
or not, we then update H as follows. For v, if it is not yet
fully occupied, we find its next feasible unvisited NN unn ∈ U ,
i.e. sim(lv , lunn ) ≥ sim(lv , lu0 ), ∀ feasible unvisited neighbor
u0 of v, where we call an unvisited neighbor u0 feasible if
sim(lv , lu0 ) > 0 and {v, u0 } satisfies the capacity and conflict
constraints if it is to be added to the matching. Note that unn
may not exist as there may be no more feasible unvisited
neighbors in U for v. In such case, we do nothing to H.
Otherwise, {v, unn } is pushed into H if it is not yet in H. We
call v a finished node if unn cannot be found for v. Similarly,
for u, we also find its next feasible unvisited NN vnn ∈ V if
u is not yet fully occupied. If vnn exists and {vnn , u} is not
yet in H, we push {vnn , u} into H. We also call u a finished
node if vnn cannot be found for u. unn (vnn ) becomes v(u)’s
visited neighbor if it exists. After updating H, we proceed to
the next iteration. The iteration procedure terminates when H
becomes empty.

Specifically, we maintain a heap H to store the most similar
pair candidates between v ∈ V and u ∈ U and extract the
most similar one from H at each iteration. We initialize H
as follows. For each v ∈ V , we find its first nearest neighbor
(NN) unn ∈ U , i.e. sim(lv , lunn ) ≥ sim(lv , lu0 ), ∀u0 ∈ U .
We call unn a visited neighbor of v, and the others unvisited
neighbors. Each such pair {v, unn } is pushed into H. Note
that sim(lv , lunn ) > 0 according to our problem definition.
Similarly, for each u ∈ U , we also find its first NN vnn ∈ V .
We also call vnn a visited neighbor of u. For each such pair
{vnn , u}, if it is not yet in H, we push it into H. Thus, NO pair
is pushed into H for more than once. After the initialization
step, we enter the iteration of greedily adding the most similar
pair in H into the current matching, which is empty initially.

The procedure of Greedy-GEACC is illustrated in Algorithm 2. In lines 1-9, we initialize the heap H by pushing
each v(u) and its first NN in U (V ) into H. In lines 11-23, we
iteratively pop the most similar pair {v, u} from H and add
it to the current matching if possible. Lines 13-15 check the
feasibility of the pair before adding it to the matching. Then in

We then iterate as follows. At each iteration, we pop the
pair {v, u} with sim(lv , lu ) ≥ sim(lv0 , lu0 ), ∀{v 0 , u0 } ∈ H
from H, which we call a visited pair. Thus, pairs that have not
yet been pushed into H or those that are still in H are called
unvisited. If neither v nor u is full in capacity, and {v, u}
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lines 16-23, we push v(u) paired with its next feasible unvisited
NN in U (V ) into H if possible. The whole iteration terminates
when H becomes empty.

pushed into H. It follows that H becomes empty after a finite
number of iterations.
Lemma 5: When Greedy-GEACC terminates, no more unmatched pair {v, u}, i.e. m(v, u) = 0, can be added to the
current matching.

Example 3: We continue to use Example 1 for illustration
of Greedy-GEACC. Fig. 2a shows the state of H after the
first iteration, where {v1 , u1 } is popped from H and added
to the matching. The next feasible unvisited NN of v1 is u3
but {v1 , u3 } is already in H, so we do not push {v1 , u3 } into
H. As the next feasible unvisited NN of u1 cannot be found,
u1 becomes a finished node. Then in the second iteration,
as shown in Fig. 2b, we pop {v3 , u1 } from H. Note that v3
conflicts with v1 , which is already matched to u1 , so we cannot
add {v3 , u1 } to the matching. The next NN of v3 is u4 , and
{v3 , u4 } is already in H, so we do not push {v3 , u4 } into H.
Then during the third iteration, {v1 , u3 } is popped from H,
which can be added to the matching. The next NN of v1 is
u5 , and we push {v1 , u5 } into H (in bold). Note that u3 has
been fully occupied, so we do not find the next NN of u3 .
Subsequent iterations are omitted for brevity. Fig. 2d shows
the final iteration, where H becomes empty and we have a
final arrangement with M axSum of 4.28.

Proof: For each unmatched pair {v, u}, it is either visited
or has never been pushed into H. In the first case, {v, u} is
unmatched either because v or u or both are fully occupied,
or because {v, u} conflicts with the existing matching. Thus,
{v, u} cannot be added to the current matching. In the latter
case, since {v, u} has never been pushed into H, it follows that
u is NOT a feasible unvisited neighbor of v or v is NOT a
feasible unvisited neighbor of u. Thus, {v, u} cannot be added
to the current matching. It follows that Lemma 5 holds.
Lemmas 2 to 5 ensure that Greedy-GEACC adds the
most similar unvisited pair possible into the matching at each
iteration and terminates when the current matching can no
more be improved by adding new unmatched pairs.
Approximation Ratio. We next study the approximation
ratio of Greedy-GEACC.

We next show some properties and the correctness of
Greedy-GEACC.

Theorem 3: For the matching M returned by GreedyOP T )
GEACC, it holds that M axSum(M ) ≥ M axSum(M
, i.e.
1+max cu
1
M axSum(M ) is at least 1+max
of
the
optimal
result.
cu

Lemma 2: For every v(u), if v(u) is not a finished node, at
least one pair incident to v(u) is in H before the next iteration.

Proof: For any {v, u} ∈ M , i.e. m(v, u) = 1, either
(1) mOP T (v, u) = 1, or (2) mOP T (v, u) = 0, and there
are at most max cu pairs {v10 , u}, {v20 , u}, · · · , {vk0 , u}, 0 ≤
k ≤ max cu that are matched in MOP T but unmatched
in M because of {v, u} (due to conflicts with {v, u} or
capacity constraint as {v, u} occupies one capacity of u
and sim(lv , lu ) ≥ sim(lvi0 , lu ), 1 ≤ i ≤ k), and there
is at most one pair {v, u0 } that is matched in MOP T but
unmatched in M due to {v, u} (since {v, u} occupies one
capacity of v and sim(lv , lu ) ≥ sim(lv , lu0 )), and thus
there are at most 1 + max cu pairs that are matched in
MOP T but unmatched in M because of {v,
P u}. It follows
1
0
0
that sim(lv , lu ) ≥ 1+max
i sim(lvi , lu )).
cu (sim(lv , lu ) +
Notice that for each {v 0 , u0 } ∈ MOP T \ M , there must be at
least one pair {v, u} ∈ M \ MOP T that is “responsible for”
the “unmatched case” of {v 0 , u0 } in M due to (2), otherwise
{v 0 , u0 } would have been added into M in Greedy-GEACC.
Then we have

Proof: In the initialization step, for each v, exactly one
pair {v, unn } incident to v is pushed into H. For each u, either
one pair {vnn , u} incident to u is pushed into H or {vnn , u}
is already in H. Therefore, Lemma 2 holds before entering the
iteration procedure of Greedy-GEACC. Then at each iteration,
whenever a pair {v, u} is popped from H, either a new pair
{v, unn }({vnn , u}) for v(u) is already in or pushed into H,
or v(u) becomes a finished node. It follows that at least one
edge incident to v(u) is in H before proceeding to the next
iteration if v(u) is unfinished.
Lemma 3: At each iteration of Greedy-GEACC, the most
similar unvisited pair {v, u} possible is popped from H, i.e.
sim(lv , lu ) ≥ sim(lv0 , lu0 ) for all feasible unvisited {v 0 , u0 } ∈
{{v 0 , u0 }|v 0 , u0 are unfinished}.
Proof: For any feasible unvisited pair {v 0 , u0 } whose v 0 , u0
are both unfinished, it is either in H or has not yet been
pushed into H. Obviously, if {v 0 , u0 } ∈ H, sim(lv , lu ) ≥
sim(lv0 , lu0 ). It remains to analyze the case when {v 0 , u0 } has
not yet been pushed into H. In such case, Lemma 2 indicates
0
that at least one pair {v 0 , u0nn }({vnn
, u0 }) incident to v 0 (u0 ) is
in H. It is easy to see that sim(lv0 , lu0nn ) ≥ sim(lv0 , lu0 ) and
0 , lu0 ) ≥ sim(lv 0 , lu0 ) from the way we push pairs
sim(lvnn
into H. Thus, sim(lv , lu ) ≥ sim(lv0 , lu0nn ) ≥ sim(lv0 , lu0 )
0 , lu0 ) ≥ sim(lv 0 , lu0 ).
and sim(lv , lu ) ≥ sim(lvnn

M axSum(M ) = M axSum(M ∩ MOP T ) + M axSum(M \ MOP T )
X
= M axSum(M ∩ MOP T ) +
sim(lv , lu )
{v,u}∈M \MOP T

≥ M axSum(M ∩ MOP T )
X
1
+
1 + max cu 0 0

sim(lv0 , lu0 )

{v ,u }∈MOP T \M

Corollary 2: At each iteration of Greedy-GEACC, for the
popped pair {v, u}, it holds that sim(lv , lu ) ≤ sim(lv0 , lu0 ), ∀
visited {v 0 , u0 }.

= M axSum(M ∩ MOP T )
1
+
M axSum(MOP T \ M )
1 + max cu
1
>
(M axSum(M ∩ MOP T )
1 + max cu
+ M axSum(MOP T \ M ))
1
=
M axSum(MOP T )
1 + max cu

Lemma 4: Greedy-GEACC terminates after a finite number of iterations.
Proof: First, it is easy to see that each pair {v, u} is
pushed into H for at most once. Since each v(u) has |U |(|V |)
neighbors in U (V ), it follows that a finite number of pairs are
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(2)

H = {{
}:0.93,
{
}:0.86, {
{
}:0.79, {
{
}:0.57, {

}:0.84,
}:0.68,
}:0.4}

(a) 1st iteration

H = {{
}:0.86,
{
}:0.84, {
{
}:0.68, {
}:0.4}
{

H = {{
}:0.84,
{
}:0.79, {
{
}:0.65, {
}:0.4}
{

}:0.79,
}:0.57,

(b) 2nd iteration

}:0.68,
}:0.57,

(c) 3rd iteration

H = {{

}:0.21}

(d) Final iteration

Fig. 2: Illustrated example of Greedy-GEACC.
Complexity Analysis. Without limiting ourselves to using
specific index, let σ(S) denote the time to find a k-th NN in a
set S. Note that a number of index techniques can be used in
our problem, such as iDistance[7] and VA-File[8]. It follows
that the time cost of the initialization step is O(|V |σ(V ) +
|U |σ(U ) + |V | + |U |), where O(|V | + |U |) is the time cost in
building H. In the second step, we have at most O(|V ||U |)
iterations, each of which takes O(log(|V | + |U |)) to pop a pair
from H and O(σ(V ) + σ(U ) + log(|V | + |U |)) to push new
pairs into H. In summary, Greedy-GEACC takes O(|V |σ(V )+
|U |σ(U ) + |V | + |U | + |V ||U |(σ(V ) + σ(U ) + log(|V | + |U |)))
time in worst case.

Algorithm 3: Prune-GEACC
input : V, U, {cv }, {cu }, {lv }, {lu }, CF
output: A feasible arrangement M
1 M ← Greedy-GEACC();
2 foreach v ∈ V do
3
uv,1 ← 1-NN of v;
4
sv ← sim(lv , luv,1 );
5
6
7
8
9

IV.

L ← sorted listP
of v in non-increasing order of sv × cv ;
sumremain ← 2≤k≤|V | svkL × cvkL ;
mc (v, u) ← 0, ∀v ∈ V, u ∈ U ;
Search-GEACC(1, 1);
return M

E XACT S OLUTION FOR GEACC

In this section, we present an exact solution for the GEACC
problem. Since GEACC is NP-hard, it seems that the only
way to find an optimal solution is to enumerate all possible
matchings and select the optimal one. Without pruning, the
search space will be as large as 2|V |×|U | . To improve efficiency,
we propose a pruning technique to reduce the search space. We
name this exact algorithm Prune-GEACC.

where cviL ,remain is the remaining capacity of viL after being assigned partially in Mvisited . If summax (viL , ui,j ) ≤
M axSum(Mbest ), for any matching M 0 ⊇ Mvisited , it holds
that M axSum(M 0 ) ≤ M axSum(MOP T ), where MOP T is
the optimal matching.
Proof: Let Mremain denote the partial matching on
the remaining unvisited pairs. Note that Mremain has no
effect on Mvisited . Thus, for matching M 0 ⊇ Mvisited ,
M axSum(M 0 ) = M axSum(Mvisited ) + M axSum(Mremain ).
L
It is easy to see that for
P each vk (i +L 1 ≤ k ≤ |V |), it
holds that svkL × cvkL ≥ u mremain (vk , u) × sim(lvkL , lu ).
For viL , it holds that sim(lviL , lui,j ) × cviL ,remain ≥
P
L
j≤l≤|U | mremain (vi , ui,l ) × sim(lviL , lui,l ). Therefore, it
follows that M axSum(Mbest ) ≥ summax (viL , ui,j ) ≥
M axSum(Mvisited ) + M axSum(Mremain ) = M axSum(M 0 ).
Since M axSum(Mbest ) ≤ M axSum(MOP T ), it follows that
M axSum(M 0 ) ≤ M axSum(MOP T ).

Basically, in any matching, each pair {v, u} has two states:
matched or unmatched. Thus, we search possible matchings by
enumerating different combinations of states of all pairs in a
recursive way. Specifically, for each v, let uv,j be its j-NN in
U and sv be sim(lv , luv,1 ). Let L be the sorted list of v in
non-increasing order of sv × cv , where the i-th element is viL .
We visit each element in L in order, and enumerate each pair
{v, u} incident to v in non-increasing order of sim(lv , lu ). In
other words, we visit |U | NNs of v in order. Let {viL , ui,j }
be the pair that will be visited next, Mvisited be the partial
matching determined by the states of the visited pairs, and
Mbest be the best complete matching found so far. And we
have the following lemma.

Lemma 6 indicates that when we are about to
visit a pair {viL , ui,j } during the recursion process, if
summax (viL , ui,j ) ≤ M axSum(Mbest ), we can safely prune
at {viL , ui,j } as no matching better than the current one
could be found by visiting the remaining unvisited pairs.
Therefore, in Prune-GEACC, we maintain summax (viL , ui,j )
and prune at a certain search node whenever Lemma 6
holds. First note that actually we do not need to repetitively

Lemma 6: Let
summax (viL , ui,j ) = M axSum(Mvisited )+
X
svkL × cvkL + sim(lviL , lui,j ) × cviL ,remain

(3)

i+1≤k≤|V |
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Algorithm 4: Search-GEACC
input : vid , uid
L
1 v ← vv ;
id
2 u ← uid -NN of v;
3 if cv > 0 and cu > 0 and v does not conflict with u’s
matched events then
4
mc (v, u) ← 1;
5
decrease cv , cu by 1;
6
if uid = |U | or cv = 0 then
7
if vid = |V | then
8
if M axSum(Mc ) > M axSum(M ) then
9
update M to Mc ;
10
else if
M axSum(Mc ) + sumremain > M axSum(M )
then
11
sumremain ←
sumremain − svvL +1 × cvvL +1 ;
id
id
12
Search(vid + 1, 1);
13
recover sumremain ;
14
else
15
unn ← (uid + 1)-NN of v;
16
if M axSum(Mc ) + sumremain +
sim(lv , lunn ) × cv > M axSum(M ) then
17
Search(vid , uid + 1);
18
19
20

TABLE II: Real Dataset
City
VA
Auckland
Singapore

|V |
225
37
87

|U |
2012
569
1500

cv
Uni.: [1, 50]
Nor.: µ = 25,
σ = 12.5

cu
Uni.: [1, 4]
Nor.: µ = 2,
σ=1

|CF |
|V |(|V |−1)/2

0, 0.25,
0.5, 0.75,
1

next NN of v and enumerate the states between it and v (lines
15-17). In lines 7-9, we check whether all pairs have been
enumerated and update the best matching found so far (lines
8-9). Otherwise, we check whether enumerating the remaining
pairs could yield a better matching (line 10). If finding a better
matching is possible, we update sumremain and proceed to
enumerating the next pair (lines 11-13). Similarly, we check
whether finding a better matching is possible in line 15 if we
are to proceed to enumerating the pair of v and its next NN.
In line 20, we enumerate the state of {v, u} as unmatched, the
procedure of which is the same as lines 6-17.
V.

E VALUATION

We use both real and synthetic datasets for experiments. We
use the Meetup dataset from [1] as real dataset. In the Meetup
dataset, each user is associated with a set of tags and a location.
Each event in the dataset is also associated with a location. The
events are not explicitly associated with tags. Note that each
event is created by a “group” on Meetup, which can be viewed
as a community, and each group is associated with a set of tags.
Thus, for each event, we use the tags of the group who creates
it as the tags of the event itself. Since the tags are created
by users, some of them have misspellings and different tags
referring to the same thing are used by users. To address this
problem, we merge the tags with the same meaning and select
20 most popular tags as attributes of users/events, where each
initial attribute value is the number of original tags associated
with the user/event that refer to the same merged tag. For
example, if a user/event is tagged with “outdoor-activities”
and “outdoor-lovers-and-travel-lovers”, both of which refer to
the same merged tag “outdoor”, then the user/event has initial
value of 2 for attribute “outdoor”. We further normalize each
attribute value by the total number of original tags associated
with the user/event. For example, if the user/event with initial
value of 2 for attribute “outdoor” is associated with 10 original
tags in total, the final value of attribute “outdoor” will be
0.2 for the user/event. Notice that it is unlikely for a user
living in a city to attend a meet-up event held in another
city. Therefore, we cluster events and users based on their
locations and focus on the events/users located in the same
city. We select three popular cities, Vancouver, Auckland, and
Singapore, and extract events and users located within the area
around each city. Since capacity and conflict information is
not given in the dataset, we generate capacity of events/users
following Uniform and Normal distribution, and randomly
select a subset of event pairs as conflicting pairs. TABLE II
presents the statistics and configuration. For synthetic data, we
generate attribute values and capacity of events/users following
Uniform, Normal and Zipf distributions respectively. Statistics
and configuration of synthetic data are illustrated in TABLE
III, where we mark our default settings in bold font. Note that
all generated capacity values are converted into integers.

mc (v, u) ← 0;
increase cv , cu by 1;
Same as lines 6-17;

calculate summax (viL , ui,j ) by summing
over all unvisited
P
L × cv L ,
pairs. We maintain sumremain =
i+1≤k≤|V | svk
k
and summax (viL , ui,j ) = M axSum(Mvisited )+sumremain +
sim(lviL , lui,j ) × cviL ,remain . sum
P remain is maintained as follows. Initially, sumremain = 2≤k≤|V | svkL × cvkL . Whenever
we are about to visit {viL , ui,1 }, we simply subtract sviL × cviL
from sumremain . Also note that initially, our best matching is
empty, which could reduce the efficiency of Prune-GEACC at
the beginning of recursion. Therefore, we run Greedy-GEACC
first before running Prune-GEACC, and use the matching
found by Greedy-GEACC as the best matching found so far
so that to prune poor matchings from the first beginning.
The main procedure of Prune-GEACC is illustrated in
Algorithm 3. In line 1, we find an initial matching M by
running Greedy-GEACC. In lines 2-4, we find the 1-NN uv,1
in U for each v and obtain sv . In lines 5-7, we initialize L,
sumremain and Mc . We enter recursion by visiting the first
element in L and its 1-NN in line 8.
Algorithm 4 illustrates the Search recursion procedure of
Prune-GEACC. At each depth of recursion, we enumerate the
two states of a particular pair {v, u}, where v is the vid -th
element in L, and u is the uid -NN of v. If {v, u} satisfies
certain constraints (line 3), we enumerate the state of {v, u} as
matched in lines 4-19. In lines 4-5, we add {v, u} to the current
matching Mc , and decrease the capacities of v, u properly.
If uid is |U | or v is fully occupied, we proceed to the next
element vvLid +1 in L and enumerate the states of pair vvLid +1
and its 1-NN in U (lines 7-13). Otherwise, we proceed to the

Baselines. We use two random algorithms as baselines. For
the first baseline, Random-V, we iterate over each v ∈ V , and
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w.r.t. the size of event pairs, i.e. |V |(|V | − 1)/2. Notice there
are two extreme cases: when |CF |/(|V |(|V | − 1)/2) = 0,
i.e. CF = ∅, and when |CF |/(|V |(|V | − 1)/2) = 1, i.e.
every pair of events are conflicting. The other parameters
are set to default. We have the following observations. First,
when CF = ∅, MinCostFlow-GEACC has a slightly better
M axSum than Greedy-GEACC does, which is reasonable
as MinCostFlow-GEACC returns an optimal matching in this
case. Second, M axSum decreases when the relative size of
CF increases. This is reasonable as the number of possible
matched pairs decreases as |CF | increases. Finally, the varying
size of CF has little effect on the running time of the
algorithms, as the cost of the algorithms mainly depends on
the size of V and U .

TABLE III: Synthetic Dataset
Factor
|V |
|U |
d
i
i
lv
, lu

cv
cu
|CF |
|V |(|V |−1)/2

Scalability

Setting
20, 50, 100, 200, 500
100, 200, 500, 1000, 2000, 5000
2, 5, 10, 15, 20
(T = 10000) Uniform: [0, T], Zipf: 1.3
Normal: µ = T /4, σ = T /4; µ = 3T /4, σ = T /4
Uniform: [1, 10], [1, 20], [1, 50], [1, 100], [1, 200]
Normal: µ = 25, σ = 12.5
Uniform: [1, 2], [1, 4], [1, 6], [1, 8], [1, 10]
Normal: µ = 2, σ = 1
0, 0.25, 0.5, 0.75, 1
|V | = 100, 200, 500, 1000
|U | = 10K, 25K, 50K, 75K, 100K

at each iteration add each pair {v, u}, ∀u ∈ U into M with
cv
probability |U
| if {v, u} satisfies all the constraints. For the
second baseline, Random-U, we iterate over each u ∈ U , and
at each iteration add each pair {v, u}, ∀v ∈ V into M with
cu
probability |V
| if {v, u} satisfies all the constraints.

Effect of capacity. We next study the effect of capacity
of events and users. We first study the results when cv varies,
which are shown in the first column of Fig. 4. The values of cv
are generated uniformly in range [1, max cv ], where max cv
varies in our experiment. Thus, when max cv increases, the
overall capacity of v increases too. We have the following
observations. First, M axSum generally increases as cv becomes larger. This is reasonable as events can accommodate
more users who are interested in them when their capacity
increases. Second, increasing cv results in larger time cost
of MinCostFlow-GEACC, but has little effect on GreedyGEACC and the baselines. This is because when cv increases,
the number of iterations for calculation of minimum cost
flow in MinCostFlow-GEACC also increases, leading to larger
time consumption of MinCostFlow-GEACC. Notice that when
cv is large w.r.t. |U |(= 1000), the increase of time cost
of MinCostFlow-GEACC becomes slighter since the amount
of flow in such
P cases
P is determined by cu (remember that
∆max = min{ cv , cu }. Finally, varying cv has little effect
on the memory cost of all the algorithms.

We mainly evaluate our algorithms in terms of M axSum,
running time and memory cost, and study the effect of varying
parameters on the performance of the algorithms. The algorithms are implemented in C++, and the experiments were
performed on a machine with Intel i7-2600 3.40GHZ 8-core
CPU and 8GB memory.
Effect of cardinality. We first show the effect of varying
cardinality of V and U . The first column of Fig. 3 shows
the results on varying |V |, where the other parameters are
set to default. We have the following observations. First,
Greedy-GEACC outperforms in every aspect. Greedy-GEACC
consumes as less as running time and space as the baselines
do, and returns matchings with the largest M axSum. Though
Greedy-GEACC has a theoretically lower approximation ratio than that of MinCostFlow-GEACC, in practice GreedyGEACC can outperform MinCostFlow-GEACC in terms of
M axSum. The reason is that the worst case of GreedyGEACC as analyzed in Section III.B can rarely happen. Thus,
Greedy-GEACC can perform much better in practice. Second,
MinCostFlow-GEACC achieves larger MaxSum than the baselines do but is much less efficient in both time and space. Third,
M axSum increases when |V | becomes larger, but the increase
becomes smaller when |V | gets large. This is because when
|V | is larger, users generally have more matching options and
there may be more matched pairs. However, when |V | becomes
too large, users’ capacity will become saturated and thus the
M axSum will increase slower. Finally, the running time and
memory cost increases (slightly for Greedy-GEACC) as |V |
increases, which is natural as the data size becomes larger.

The second column of Fig. 4 shows the results of varying
cu . Similary, the values of cu are generated uniformly in range
[1, max cu ] and max cu varies in our experiment. We observe
that the results have similar patterns as those of varying cv
though with some fluctuation due to the small gap between
consecutive max cu ’s.
Effect of distribution. The third column of Fig. 4 shows
the results when we generate the synthetic data according to
different distributions. Specifically, we present the results when
the attribute values are generated following Zipf distribution
and the capacity values are generated following Normal distribution. We observe that the general patterns of data generated
by different distributions are similar in every aspect. Therefore,
it indicates that we do not lose generality by studying the other
experiments on data generated uniformly.

The second column of Fig. 3 shows the results on varying
|U |, which have similar patterns to those when |V | varies.

We also study the results when the attribute values are
generated following Uniform, Normal and Zipf distributions
respectively and the capacity values are generated following
Uniform and Normal distributions. The results have similar
trending patterns, and we do not present them for brevity.

Effect of dimensionality. We next show the results of
varying the dimensionality d of the attribute space in the third
column of Fig. 3. We can observe that M axSum decreases as
d increases since the attribute space becomes sparser when d
increases, which leads to the larger averaged distance between
attribute vectors. Also, d has little effect on both the time and
space consumption of the algorithms.

Real dataset. The last column of Fig. 4 shows the results
on real dataset (Auckland) when the capacity values are generated following Uniform distribution. Notice that the results on
real dataset have similar patterns to those of the synthetic data.
Similar patterns are observed on the other two real datasets

Effect of conflict set size. The last column of Fig. 3 shows
the results of varying |CF |, where we vary the size of CF
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Fig. 3: Results on varying cardinality, dimensionality and the size of conflict set.
and when the capacity values are generated following Normal
distribution, and we omit the results due to limited space.

that Greedy-GEACC returns quite good results in practice
though with a theoretically lower approximation ratio. Fig. 5d
shows the running time of different algorithms. The results
indicate that the two approximate solutions are very efficient
compared with the exact solution. Therefore, in overall, our
approximate solutions are both effective and efficient.

Scalability. MinCostFlow-GEACC is not efficient enough
according to our previous experiment results. Thus, we study
the scalability of Greedy-GEACC in this part. The results
are shown in Fig. 5a and 5b. Specifically, we set |V | =
100, 200, 500, 1000 respectively, and vary the size of |U |.
Since |U | is relatively large, we set max cv to 200. The other
parameters are set to default. We observe that the memory cost
of Greedy-GEACC grows linearly with the size of data and
is relatively small subtracting those consumed by input data.
Also, the time cost of Greedy-GEACC grows nearly linearly
with the size of data. The results show that Greedy-GEACC
is scalable in both time and space.

Effectiveness of pruning. We finally study the effectiveness of our pruning technique, whose results are shown in
Fig. 6. In Fig. 6a, we present the averaged depth of recursion
when a pruning takes place in Prune-GEACC. Specifically,
we set cv ∈ [1, 10] and |V | = 5, |U | = 10 and |V | = 5,
|U | = 15 respectively, and set the other parameters to default.
The dash lines indicate the largest depths of recursions in
the two settings, which is 50 when |V | = 5, |U | = 10 and
75 when |V | = 5, |U | = 15. We observe that the averaged
depth pruned by Prune-GEACC is quite small compared with
the largest depth, indicating the effectiveness of pruning. In
Fig. 6b, we present the running time of Prune-GEACC and
that of exhaustive search without pruning, with |V | = 5,
|U | = 10 and cv ∈ [1, 10]. We can observe that Prune-GEACC
is much more efficient than exhaustive search without pruning.
In Fig. 6c, we present the number of complete searches, i.e.
the number of times when the recursion reaches the largest
depth possible and finds a complete matching. We observe
that the number of complete searches of Prune-GEACC is
much smaller than that of exhaustive search without pruning,

Effectiveness of approximate solutions. We next study the
effectiveness of our approximate solutions, whose results are
presented in Fig. 5c and 5d. Notice that since we need to find
the exact solutions in this part of evaluation and Prune-GEACC
is infeasible on large dataset, we set |V | = 5, |U | = 15
and cv ∼ Uniform[1, 10]. The other parameters are set to
default. In Fig. 5c, we compare the approximated M axSums
returned by MinCostFlow-GEACC and Greedy-GEACC with
the optimal M axSum. We first observe that when |CF | = ∅,
MinCostFlow-GEACC returns the optimal matching, which is
reasonable. We also observe that the M axSums returned by
Greedy-GEACC are quite close to the optimal ones, indicating
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Fig. 4: Results on varying capacity, distribution and on real dataset.
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Fig. 5: Study of scalability and effectiveness of approximate solutions.
indicating that many partial matchings are pruned by PruneGEACC during recursion. Finally, in Fig. 6d, we present the
number of times Search-GEACC is revoked, i.e. the number
of times we enter a level of recursion. We observe again that
Prune-GEACC revokes Search-GEACC much less often. In
summary, the results in this part indicate that our pruning
technique is quite effective.

GEACC is effective and also scalable in both terms of time
and space in practice.
VI. R ELATED W ORK
Location and activity/event recommendation. This topic
has been studied a lot in recent years due to the rising
popularity of location-based social network (LBSN) and EBSN
[9][10][1][11][12][13][14][15]. However, such works focused
on user-oriented recommendation. In other words, they focused on mining interests of each user in certain items (locations/events) and made recommendation in a single user’s
view. Also, they did not consider conflicts and capacity of
events/users. Our work is distinct from them in that we support
event-participant arrangement in a globally systematic way
so that to satisfy the interests of most users and consider

Conclusion. Greedy-GEACC and MinCostFlow-GEACC
are both efficient compared with the exact solution, and they
yield acceptable approximate results. Greedy-GEACC, though
with a theoretically lower approximation ratio than that of
MinCostFlow-GEACC due to its worst-case approximation
ratio, outperforms MinCostFlow-GEACC in every aspect of
M axSum, running time and memory cost. Finally, Greedy-
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Fig. 6: Performance of Prune-GEACC against the exact solution without pruning.
conflicts and capacity of events/users. In addition, based on
the classical influence maximization problem[16], [17] studied
the problem of discovering influential event organizers in
EBSNs. Different from their work that only considered event
organizers, our work focuses on how to make a globally
satisfactory arrangement towards both sides of event organizers
and users.
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